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Globalizationis a construct that everyone utilizations but is a hard term to 

specify. In general, globalization refers to the tendency toward states fall 

ining together economically, through instruction, society and political 

relations. Sing themselves non merely through their national individuality but

besides as portion of the universe as a whole. Within the educational sphere 

it is necessary to understand the effects globalization may hold in defining 

policy and pattern. 

The purpose of this essay is to analyze the impact of globalization on policy 

and pattern within Post-CompulsoryEducationand Training ( PCET ) 

concentrating on the womb-to-tomb acquisition subdivision within PCET. 

Initially the essay will concentrate on specifying globalization, one time this 

is established it will be possible to critically analyze its effects on PCET policy

and pattern. The analysis will try to research illustrations of alteration both 

past and present in order to find to what degree they reflect an consequence

of globalization. 

The essay will so travel to analyze womb-to-tomb larning within Higher 

Education ( HE ) in farther item. It is within this subdivision of PCET that 

globalization can be seen to act upon the antiphonal issues of the 

marketisation and the internationalization of HE coupled with the construct 

of a developing cognition economic system. This should supply the 

foundations for the aspiration of continued sweetening to the proviso of 

womb-to-tomb acquisition in the latter portion of the essay. 
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During the probe it may be necessary to research other positions in order to 

find and explicate the spread outing influences of globalization within the 

particular domain of instruction. 

Globalization 
As ab initio mentioned globalization is a complex issue to categorize. 

Globalisation is on a regular basis debated by bookmans as to what is really 

meant by the term. Globalisation is frequently presented as a late twentieth 

centaury, early twenty-first century economic phenomenon, stimulated by 

inventions in communicating and information engineerings. This combined 

with increased air travel by the multitudes and the turning laterality of 

English as the common linguisticcommunicationof concern, political relations

and scientific discipline ( Crystal, 1997 ) . The World Bank defined 

globalization as `` the turning integrating of economic systems and societies 

around the universe '' ( World Bank 2001 ) . However the Oxford English 

Dictionary defines globalization as `` the procedure by which concerns or 

other administrations develop international influence or get down operating 

on an international graduated table. '' ( Oxford English Dictionary 2010 ) 

Anthony Giddens ( 1990 ) has described globalization as 'the intensification 

of world-wide societal dealingss which link distant vicinities in such a manner

that local occurrences are shaped by events happening many stat mis off 

and frailty versa ' . The term can besides be used to depict the alterations in 

societies and the universe economic system that are the consequence of 

dramatically increased trade and cultural exchange. It is these alterations to 
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society within the context of the economic system that can take to 

alterations with instruction ( Spring 2009 ) . 

Taking the above into history why would globalisation increase the demand 

for instruction? Chiefly sing economic sciences, the lifting final payments of a

higher instruction in a planetary, scientific discipline based, knowledge 

focussed economic system makes university instruction more of a necessity 

to acquire `` good '' occupations. This in concurrence with socio-political 

demographics and democratic ideals have increased force per unit area on 

universities to supply chances for wider engagement to groups that 

traditionally have non attended university ( Castells & A ; Himanen 2002 ) . 

Sing Giddens description, globalization within instruction could be defined as 

world-wide treatments and processes impacting on local educational 

patterns and policies. Very small of these on the job patterns would stay 

inactive in this hypothesis as there would be a changeless altering dynamic 

as progressing engineerings and communications are integrated into course 

of studies doing them more economically competitory within the universe 

phase. 

This can be viewed with regard to HE establishments as they become 

intertwined on a planetary degree with pupil organic structures going 

progressively migratory in their hunt for cognition with the intent of 

advancing their personal societal and economical development. This leads to

the construct of a cognition economic system. 
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Knowledge Economy 
A assortment of perceivers depict today 's planetary economic system as 

one in development to a cognition economic system. This knowledge-based 

economic system depends chiefly upon the usage of thoughts instead than 

physical aptitude and on the application of engineering instead than the 

transmutation of resources or the use of inexpensive labor ( Therborn 

1995 ) . It is an economic system in which cognition is created, acquired, 

communicated, and used more efficaciously by persons, endeavors, 

administrations, and communities to advance economic and societal 

development ( Giddens 2006 ) . 

The rise of this cognition economic system has meant that economic experts

have been challenged to look beyond labor and capital as the cardinal 

factors of production. Paul Romer ( 1995 ) ( cited in Holsapple 2003 ) argued 

that engineering, and the cognition on which it is based, has to be viewed as 

a major factor in taking economic systems. The Dearing study of 1997 stated

that higher instruction should prolong a acquisition society in order to 

function the demands of an adaptable, sustainable, knowledge-based 

economic system at local, regional and national degrees ( Dearing 1997 ) . 

Fixing workers to vie in the cognition economic system requires a new attack

to instruction and preparation in the signifier of womb-to-tomb acquisition. 

This womb-to-tomb acquisition model embraces larning throughout the full 

life rhythm, from earlychildhoodto retirement. It should include formal, non-

formal, and informal instruction and preparation. The deductions and 
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possible hereafter of Lifelong Learning will be discussed subsequently in this 

essay. 

As the universe transforms through globalization, single cognition will 

besides necessitate to set. This will therefore originate the demand to modify

the instruction provided to the person so that they can stay current and 

therefore a feasible trade good within the employment market. In order for 

the cognition economic system to develop further it requires the support of 

HE. This suggests a demand to associate HE to the demands of employers, 

developing HE-market interaction. This could allow orienting high degree 

accomplishments to the market but could besides jeopardize the ethos of 

instruction. 

Marketisation of Higher Education 
Education is really much immersed in planetary transmutations, with HE 

itself being altered by the cultural and economical facets of globalization. 

Peters, Marginson et Al ( 2008 ) argue that `` Higher instruction is swept up 

in planetary marketisation. It trains the executives and technicians of 

planetary concerns '' . Is this the instance within the UK? 

With the diminution of the fabrication industry in the UK ( National Statistics 

Online 2010 ) this has given rise to the increased value placed upon the 

service sector, both in magnitude and profitableness ( Economic Outlook 

2007 ) . This has led to increased trouble dividing the influence of markets 

from the societal and cultural facets of globalization in which instruction sits. 

This force per unit area to alter instruction from a public service to a tradable

service is unusually compliant with the political orientation of the World 
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Trade Organisation ( WTO ) General Agreement on Trade and Services in an 

effort to liberalize services within the planetary economic system sector 

( cited in Robertson et al 2002 ) . 

This motion towards a tradable service could take to an change in the 

character of universities functions within society by altering them from being

a Centre of larning into a concern orientated constitution ( Doring 2002 ) . 

This arguably may take to the displacement of the educational focal point off

from anacademicfocal point, traveling towards a trade good focal point 

therefore leting the values of the commercial sector to be encoded into the 

Centre of the university system. 

Recent Government policy within the UK has encouraged the rapid growing 

of HE, in order to widen engagement with the purpose of making a more 

educated and marketable labour force. This growing has led to the inevitable

competition between HE establishments with pupils viewed more as 

consumers than scholars. A position surmised by Willmott when he stated 

that pupils are openly viewed as clients ( Willmott 1995 ) . However, this 

rapid enlargement may be under menace given the latest authorities support

cuts ( Barker 2010 ) but still the most prevailing mentality within HE is one of

concern. Students view the chance to derive a grade, one time selected, as a

right and a service for which they have paid for. Maringe and Gibbs ( 2009 ) 

further sign the issue when they stated `` the thought of instruction and 

cognition for its ain interest - the intrinsic value of larning - is going 

subsidiary to the touchable benefits associated with prosecuting with higher 
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instruction '' . This leads to a demand for greater pick and a demand for a 

return on the pupil 's investing. 

This ideal is developed farther with the thought that a grade is a trade good 

that can, hopefully be exchanged for employment instead than an instruction

that prepares a pupil for life ( Willmott 1995 ) . Smith ( 2002 ) argues that 

this construct of commodification of instruction has been happening for a 

figure of old ages. However he views the pupil as the trade good instead 

than the class of survey when he stated that pupils were altering their 

orientation to Higher Education `` off from that of participants towards being

consumers. '' 

The issue for this essay is non what is viewed as a trade good it is instead 

that either is viewed as a trade good. The marketisation of the HE system, 

with the force per unit area to export the rational ware in order to keep fiscal

support in a competitory market has lead to doing faculty members ' 

functions more complex. The consequence of this marketisation of 

instruction is likely more seeable in the illustration of the growing of 

international pupils. Higher instruction has become progressively 

international in the past decennary as more and more pupils choose to 

analyze abroad. The issues and environing this internationalization of 

instruction and the effects is the topic of the following subdivision. 

Internationalization of Higher Education 
The universe of higher instruction is altering and the universe in which 

higher instruction dramas such a important function in is besides 

transforming. Whether it is driven by the motion of skilled labor in a 
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globalised economic system or the desire of the academic establishments to 

bring forth extra gross or even the demand to construct a more educated 

work force, the international dimension of higher instruction is going 

progressively of import, complex, and confounding. In order to go globally 

competitory universities are following an progressively international attack 

to the proviso of higher instruction. Internationalisation has become the 

motto of these present times in higher instruction. 

Knight ( 1994 ) defines internationalization as `` the procedure of 

incorporating an international/ intercultural dimension into the instruction, 

research and service maps of the establishment '' Altbach ( 2004 ) merely 

states that `` internationalization is the procedure of establishments reacting

to globalization '' which implies that internationalization of instruction is the 

reply to globalization or at least a agency of capitalizing on the state of 

affairs. 

Is this a sudden phenomenon? Well non truly. For a figure of old ages pupils 

have traveled outside of their ain states in order to progress their higher 

instruction. High income states have provided grants and extra wagess to 

both instructors and pupils. Within the UK the entire figure of non-UK pupils 

for 2008/09 was 368, 970, compared with 325, 985 in 2007/08, an addition 

of 8 % . The strongest growing was in full-time taught graduate student 

programmes, up 17 % for non-UK pupils ( UK Council for International 

Student Affairs, Statistics on Higher Education ) . Coupled with this increased

mobility of pupils universities have taken stairss to reexamine their plans 
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and specific institutional schemes in order to ease the execution of an 

internationalised course of study ( Haigh, 2002 ) . 

In order for UK HE establishments to encompass internationalization they 

appear to concentrate on increasing pupil quotas by intentionally enrolling 

greater Numberss of international pupils. Other assorted activities are 

encouraged including diversifying bringing manners ; 'internationalising ' 

course of study ; bettering the quality of the pupil experience and escalating 

international linkages and coaction. Besides the outgrowth of new types of 

suppliers such as international pools and for-profit universities in the 

instruction market organize portion of this dynamic image. 

However, as Harari ( 1992 ) stated in an article on internationalization, `` 

holding many international pupils on a campus does non do that 

establishment international '' 

Why is there such a thrust towards internationalization of instruction? With 

the rapid escalating demand for HE driven by an emerging planetary 

cognition economic system and the demand for instruction to prolong 

development with the intent of farther heightening planetary citizenship. 

This should ensue in a greater capacity of alumnuss with a high degree of 

cultural apprehension and perchance an enhanced perceptual experience of 

planetary and intercultural personal businesss, if Throsby ( 1998 ) is to be 

believed. Another issue with this rapid demand is that the domestic supply 

can transcend the capacity of many states taking to intense competition for 

topographic points within HE. 
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Internationalization is non without its unfavorable judgments as increased 

pupil mobility can take to a encephalon drain from the state of pupil 

beginning and a encephalon addition for the receiving state. Recent World 

Bank publications progress the statement saying that encephalon circulation 

may be a more appropriate term than encephalon drain, adumbrating that 

this is what happens when HE pupils do non return to their state of beginning

but other skilled workers emigrate from the having state ( Ozden and Schiff 

2006 ) . 

Lifelong Learning 
As alteration within the cognition economic system can be rapid, employers 

are unable to trust entirely on new alumnuss as a chief beginning of new 

accomplishments and cognition. This demand to keep a current labor force 

gave rise to adult instruction policies of the eightiess. However since the 

1990s this term seemed to vanish and Lifelong Learning assumed 

prominence. The accent, as the name suggests, is that everyone should be 

able to larn throughout their life p and that we need to go on the acquisition 

procedure in order to better people 's abilities and skill sets at that place by 

leting them to work more expeditiously in their several countries. Education 

and preparation establishments need to be able to fix workers for womb-to-

tomb acquisition as it is important in enabling workers to increase societal 

capital therefore assisting to construct human capital, increasing economic 

growing and stimulating development. 

Lifelong acquisition is widely considered to be a transformational procedure, 

both for the person and for the wider community. For persons the battle with
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new larning can take to improved wellbeing, perchance taking to fresh 

personal success. For our society the acquisition can be cardinal in unlocking

economic success and a agency to an fresh national individuality. 

Policies and Practices - The official desire to spread out acquisition can be 

traced back through educational policies, studies and white documents. The 

three foremost studies on HE and Lifelong Learning were Dearing, Kennedy 

and Fryer. 

Dearing Report - Higher Education in a Learning Society: This study set out a 

vision for 20 old ages of making `` a society committed to larning throughout

life. '' ( Dearing Report 1997 ) . This was a committedness that would 

necessitate non merely persons to prosecute with, but besides the province, 

employers and suppliers of instruction throughout the UK. The chief purposes

of the study were to do recommendations on the hereafter form, size and 

support of HE in order to run into the UK 's educational demands. It besides 

made recommendations in to widening engagement within HE. 

Kennedy Report - Learning Plants: This study prepared by the Committee on 

Widening Participation chaired by Baroness Kennedy set out a extremist 

vision to promote a return to instruction grownups who have few if any 

educational makings. The study contains some convincing testimony for the 

instance that `` acquisition is the key to economic richness and societal 

coherence '' ( Kennedy 1997 ) . This study besides makes recommendations 

on future support and widening engagement. The authorities responded to 

the study by saying they were committed to the constitution of a learning 
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society in which all people have chances to win and that they were looking to

increase entree to acquisition ( DfEE 1998 ) . 

Fryer Report - This study was compiled by Professor R. H Fryer and discussed

similar subjects to those raised in the Kennedy Report of the same 

twelvemonth. The primary focal point was to show a deficiency of Lifelong 

Learning civilization observable within the British educational system at the 

clip of roll uping the study. Professor Fryer besides argued that the UK could 

non be considered a learning society as it possessed neither a Lifelong 

Learning nor a preparation civilization ( Fryer 1997 ) . 

These three major studies argued for the importance of a broadening of 

engagement and womb-to-tomb acquisition. This was to hold a bearing on a 

Green Paper by David Blunkett that placed greater accent on womb-to-tomb 

acquisition and requested that the educational system expand the 

acquisition age in order to see grownups as willing scholars and persons that

were really in demand of farther instruction. This brought alterations to the 

national course of study in order to supply for grownup scholars ( Tight 

1998 ) . 

Further responses from the Government were to denote a figure of schemes 

to convey greater Numberss into Further and Higher Education, a figure of 

500, 000 by 2002. Enterprises such as the University for Industry and 

Learning Accounts were designed to turn to skill lack issues by heightening 

womb-to-tomb acquisition chances and the acceptance of National Learning 

Targets was seen to show an official desire to spread out larning. Policies to 

help in accomplishing these marks included the basic accomplishments plan 
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to better grownup literacy and numeracy and encouragement to employers 

to supply entree to more preparation within the workplace. 

Table 1 - Entire Part Time Students within the United Kingdom 2002 -2009 

( HESA 2010 ) 

Since these studies and policies were implemented there has been a steady 

rise in the figure of portion clip pupils within the United Kingdom, as shown 

in Table 1. The tabular array shows a combined growing of 68 % from 2002/3

academic twelvemonth until 2008/9 academic twelvemonth within portion 

clip pupil Numberss, a marked increased in popularity of portion clip survey. 

This would look to correlate with the rapid growing highlighted within the 

internationalization treatment earlier in this essay. Unite this with Numberss 

of international pupils lifting from 278, 225 in the academic twelvemonth 

2002/3 to 368, 970 in academic twelvemonth 2008/9 ; a growing of 75 % 

( HESA 2010 ) suggests that the commodification and marketisation of HE is 

demoing marks of success. 

The impact of globalization and the aspirations of Lifelong Learning are 

prevailing in the rhetoric of the studies and policies. Each one discusses the 

importance of Lifelong Learning as a contemplation of the realization that 

larning must be more active, more structured and long term. All the pieces 

must mesh if UK PLC is to stay competitory. The suppliers and donees, 

including society at big, must lift to the challenge of making and prolonging 

anenvironmentwhich encourages and supports Lifelong Learning in order to 

guarantee economic prosperity now and in the hereafter. 
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So what may be the future aspirations of Lifelong Learning? The purposes of 

Lifelong Learning UK set out in their 2008 -2011 Strategic Plan ( LLUK 2009 

update ) include raising employer battle, demand and investing in 

accomplishments by offering free advice and literature for any one 

interested or involved in womb-to-tomb acquisition. In its 8th published 

paper the Inquiry into the Future of Lifelong Learning Commission articulated

the demand for a wide principle for public and private investing in womb-to-

tomb acquisition, but they besides stated that the UK, by international 

instruction criterions, has a really Lifelong Learning friendly environment 

( IFLL 2009 ) . The Government 's 2009 White Paper titled `` The Learning 

Revolution '' recognised the profound importance of increased engagement 

and grownup acquisition. It besides discussed the benefits of farther larning 

assisting people to develop and perchance take to deriving farther makings. 

However all this was the rhetoric of the old authorities and was published 

prior to the General Election. 

The studies, policies and patterns reviewed for this essay seems to hold 

repeating subjects running though them, specifically the instance for 

increased larning peculiarly among less skilled grownups. But this seems to 

be tempered by puting the load on the person to make and fund, to a certain

extent, the chance to larn. Some of the study recommendations attempt to 

undertake lacks in employer proviso. Employers should be encouraged to 

increase larning chances perchance by supplying entitlements to larning 

during working hours or possible entree to support for larning and larning 

installations being increased. This last suggestion does look less probably in 
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the visible radiation of the disbursement reviews that are presently on 

traveling. 

Decision 
The purpose of this essay was to research the extent of impact globalization 

has had on the policies and pattern of HE, concentrating on womb-to-tomb 

acquisition. It is apparent that globalization has and is go oning to 

extensively consequence the planetary acquisition society and economic 

systems. This is peculiarly apparent in the enlargement of the cognition 

economic system with employers puting greater demands on persons to 

keep a current and flexible cognition base. In easing this continued larning 

the person must prosecute in virtually changeless accomplishment 

sweetening through acquisition. This in bend leads to a greater demand for 

womb-to-tomb acquisition from academic establishments and an increased 

enthusiasm for the acquisition throughout workers callings. This has led to 

the realization that the increased accent and hungriness for womb-to-tomb 

acquisition can be viewed as a consequence of globalization. Other cardinal 

countries such as the continued marketisation and internationalization of 

instruction have lead to seats of larning developing their educational 

merchandise or, as argued by Smith ( 2002 ) , the single scholar, as a salable

trade good that entreaties to all possible pupils within the planetary small 

town. 

In order to analyze policies and pattern within Lifelong Learning it has been 

necessary to reexamine certain studies that were perceived as pivotal in the 

development of Lifelong Learning. This was necessary in order to understand
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the alterations taking topographic point within our ain society that have 

influenced the increased engagement in Lifelong Learning in order to keep a 

bridgehead within a knowledge-based economic system. If these countries 

were non explored so the enterprises that have sprung from recent 

authorities policies such as the aspiration for a `` Learning Revolution '' 

would non be realised. 

Lifelong acquisition is non merely a method but a civilization that needs to 

be embraced if continued professional development within UK PLC 's labour 

force is to prevail. HE has a positive function to play in set uping the 

cognition base during beginning of acquisition and moving as a supplier of 

farther larning chances such as distance and unfastened larning throughout 

an persons life-time. HE besides has a duty to widening engagement in 

acquisition, by luring nonchurchgoing scholars and those who may non hold 

engaged with larning earlier in their life-times back into the cognition 

civilization. 

Despite the positive rhetoric conveyed within the studies and Government 

white documents there still remains an component of incredulity about the 

ability to accomplish all that is pledged. Improved employer proviso and 

support with single support could stay a stumbling block in the journey to the

realization of Lifelong Learning aspirations. As David Blunkett stated in the 

Government 1998 Green Paper `` Learning is the key to prosperity - for each

of us as persons, every bit good as for the state as a whole '' So why should 

society merely experience accountable for educating the immature? Even 

with the increased force per unit areas of marketisation and 
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internationalization the principal of instruction should concentrate on 

educating the immature in order to fix them to go on this acquisition 

procedure throughout their lives. 
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